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QUESTIONS MARKS

YES NO

1. Should you have two poles up in the shed ? 1

2. Should you drive a sliding door tram with
the doors open in hot weather ? 1

3. At V-Tag Points can you go if the horizontal
bar is showing ? 1

4. If you miss a set of points can you reverse
the tram if you have not gone too far ? 1

5. Must you obey Police signals ?
1

6. Should you ever have both poles up either
side of a Section Insulator ? 1

7. If your Driver's Licence is cancelled,
you allowed to drive trams ?

are
1

8. At an uncontrolled intersection must a

tram give way to traffic on the right ?
1

9. Must "T" Signals be obeyed ?
1

10. Should a tram block an intersection or

driveway ?
1
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11.
What is the maximvun speed of a tram when entering
a safety zone ? 1

10 Kph 4 Kph 8 Kph 16 Kph

12 . What is the maximum speed allowed in the Depot Yard ? 1

10 Kph 4 Kph 8 Kph

13. Where are the motor cut out switches located
in a RC2 controller ? 1

Number 1 end Number 2 end Both ends

14. What is the closest distance you are allowed behind the tram
in front when you are exceeding series speed ?

1

50 Metres 100 Metres 150 Metres

15. How many Fire Extinguishers must there be on
a tram ? 1

TwoOne Four

16. What is the maximiim speed allowed on a reserved track ? 1

50 kph 7 0 kph60 kph

117. What is the Driver's first responsibility ?

18. What is the minimtim distance you are allowed to stop behind
a stationary tram ? 1

1 metreat a reasonable distance .5 metre
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19- If your tram becomes defective in service whom do you
notify ? 1

If there are three trams at a Safety Zone in the City area,
what is the procedure for crossing the Intersection ?

20.
4

121. How would you know if you have a defective motor or motors ?

22. Explain in full the procedures to follow when you have
to cut out a defective motor ? 10

2
23. If pedestrians are on a school crossing when can you

proceed ?
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24. When should the hand brake be used ? 4
tt

25. What must you do when proceeding across a Railway crossing ? 6

26. If the air pressure drops below 60 lbs, explain in
full what you must do ? 7

3
27. Explain the procedures at automatic Points ?

4
28. What must you do when passing a stationery tram ?
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29. What are the conditions that make the track slippery ? 5

30. Explain the action you would take if the air brake fails on an
uphill grade and the tram rolls backward ? 4

31. Explain the action you would take if the air brake fails on an
downhill grade and the tram rolls forward ? 4

32. What must a driver do when approaching a tower wagon or

emergency vehicle on the track ?
6

If the Controller Handle locks in the 'ON' position

what must you do ?

33.
4
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34. When you approach people working near the tram tracks
what must you do ? 2

35. Name the circuits protected by a fuse ? 3

36. What must be done before changing the light fuse ? 2

Should you leave your tram at a siding or terminus
unattended ?

37.
2

838. List all the places where a tram must make a complete stop ?

TOTAL MARKS 100

6


